EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
SPECIFICATIONS

HUDSON - 1948-1954

SERVICE INFORMATION

‡ Piped for Washer
ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT
Rear Window Wiper Set

Sp. 2507-1A

CABLE LINKAGES
After removing driving burr, relieve tension on cables by loosening cable
tension lock nut - press pulleys toward center of car and re-tighten nut
to hold pulleys in this position. Disconnect cables from auxiliary driver
and remove the two screws holding linkage housing to car body. In
re-installation adjust cable tension as described below.
Cable linkages are not interchangeable and must be installed as designated
by the stamping. Those stamped "B" must be applied to the right hand, or
passenger side of the car, while those stamped "L" are placed on the
driver's side.
Care must be exercised not to kink or fracture the cables during
installation and the cables must operate without contact to any part of
the body, accessories or wiring system.
The illustration on reverse side is viewed from the outside of the car
and the cable must be rigged as shown thereon.

CABLE TENSIONERS
Cable tensioners are likewise not interchangeable and must be installed
as per the explanation above on cable linkages.

ADJUSTMENT
For proper adjustment on cable tensioners, loosen nut and tap stud lightly
to unseat lock washer. This permits the cable tensioner to automatically
take up any slack in the cables. Re-tighten the nut firmly to hold the
pulleys in the new position. Each tensioner must be adjusted separately.
If cable tensioners are de-mounted from the fire-wall, on re-installation
care must be exercised to see that cable runs out from the pulley
centrally and not on one side wall of the pulley groove.

LUBRICATION
Pulleys: Light oil should be used on the pulley bearings of both the
tensioners and cable linkage housing.
Cables:

Light grease should be smeared on cables where they run over
the pulleys.
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CABLE LINKAGES
Relieve tension on cables by loosening cable tension lock nut - press
pulleys toward center of car and re-tighten nut to hold pulleys in this
position. Disconnect cables from auxiliary driver and remove the two
screws holding linkage housing to car body.
In re-installation adjust cable tension as described below.

Cable linkages are not interchangeable and must be installed as designated
by the stamping. Those stamped "R" must be applied to the right hand,or
passenger side of the car, while those stamped "L" are placed on the
driver's side.
Care must be exercised not to kink or fracture the cables during
installation and the cables must operate without contact to any part of
the body, accessories or wiring system.
The illustration on reverse side is viewed from the outside of the car
and the cable must be rigged as shown thereon.

CABLE TENSIONERS

Cable tensioners are likewise not interchangeable and must be installed
as per the explanation above on cable linkages.

ADJUSTMENT
For proper adjustment on cable tensioners, loosen nut and tap stud lightly
to un-seat lock washer. This permits the cable tensioner to automatically
take up any slack inthe cables.Re-tighten the nut firmly to hold the
pulleys in the new position.Each tensioner must be adjusted separately.
If cable tensioners are de-mounted from the fire-wall, on re-installation
care must be exercised to see that cable runs out from the pulley centrally
and not on one side wall of the pulley groove.
LUBRICATION
Pulleys: Light oil should be used on the pulley bearings of both the
tensioners and cable linkage housing.
Cables:

Light grease should be smeared on cables where they run over
the pulleys.

SERVICE INFORMATION

CABLE LINKAGES

‡ Piped For Windshield Washer

To remove cable linkages, relieve tension on cables by lifting locking
leaf springs which engage teeth on cable tensioner and force tensioner
toward the center of the car. Line up hole in movable part of tensioner
with hole in stationary part and insert drift pin to hold tensioner in
released position. Disconnect cables from auxiliary driver, and remove
the two screws holding linkage housings to car body. In reinstallation
connect cables to auxiliary driver and adjust cable tension as described
below.
Cable linkages are not interchangeable and must be installed as designated
by the stamping. Those stamped "R" must be applied to the right hand, or
passenger side of the car, while those stamped "L" are placed on the
driver's side.
Care must be exercised not to kink or fracture the cables during
installation and the cables must operate without contact to any part of
the body, accessories or wiring system.
The illustration on reverse side is viewed from the outside of the car
and the cable must be rigged as shown thereon.
CABLE TENSIONERS
Cable tensioners are likewise not interchangeable and must be installed
as per the explanation above on cable linkages.
For correct positioning of tensioner, hread cables carefully on proper
pullies and release drift pin holding tensioner in released position.
Tensioner will automatically take up slack and will be held in position
by the locking leaf springs which engage teeth on the movable part of the
tensioner.
If cable tensioners are de-mounted from the fire-wall, on re-installation
care must be exercised to see that cable runs out from the pulley
centrally and not on one side wall of the pulley groove.
LUBRICATION
Pulleys: Light oil should be used on the pulley bearings of both the
tensioners and cable linkage housing.
Cables:

Light grease should be smeared on cables where they run over
the pulleys.
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To remove cable linkages, relieve tension on cables by lifting locking
leaf springs which engage teeth on cable tensioner and force tensioner
toward the center of the car. Line up hole in movable part of tensioner
with hole in stationary part and insert drift pin to hold tensioner in
released position. Disconnect cables from auxiliary driver, and remove
the two screws holding linkage housings to car body. In reinstallation
connect cables to auxiliary driver and adjust cable tension as described
below.
Cable linkages are not interchangeable and must be installed as designated
by the stamping. Those stamped "R" must be applied to the right hand, or
passenger side of the car, while those stamped "L" are placed on the
driver's side.
Care must be exercised not to kink or fracture the cables during
installation and the cables must operate without contact to any part of
the body, accessories or wiring system.
The illustration on reverse side is viewed from the outside of the car
and the cable must be rigged as shown thereon.
CABLE TENSIONERS
Cable tensioners are likewise not interchangeable and must be installed
as per the explanation above on cable linkages.
For correct positioning of tensioner, thread cables carefully on proper
pullies and release drift pin holding tensioner in released position.
Tensioner will automatically take up slack and will be held in position
by the locking leaf springs which engage teeth on the movable part of the
tensioner.
If cable tensioners are de-mounted from the fire-wall, on re-installation
care must be exercised to see that cable runs out from the pulley centrally
and not on one side wall of the pulley groove.
LUBRICATION
Pulleys: Light oil should be used on the pulley bearings of both the
tensioners and cable linkage housing.
Cables:

Light grease should be smeared on cables where they run over
the pulleys.
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To remove cable linkages, relieve tension on cables by lifting locking
leaf springs which engage teeth on cable tensioner and force tensioner
toward the center of the car. Line up hole in movable part of tensioner
with hole in stationary part and insert drift pin to hold tensioner in
released position. Disconnect cables from auxiliary driver, and remove
the two screws holding linkage housings to car body. In reinstallation
connect cables to auxiliary driver and adjust cable tension as described
below.
Cable linkages are not interchangeable and must be installed as designated
by the stamping. Those stamped "R" must be applied to the right hand, or
passenger side of the car, while those stamped "L" are placed on the
driver's side.
Care must be exercised not to kink or fracture the cables during
installation and the cables must operate without contact to any part of
the body, accessories or wiring system.
The illustration on reverse side is viewed from the outside of the car
and the cable must be rigged as shown thereon.
CABLE TENSIONERS
Cable tensioners are likewise not interchangeable and must be installed
as per the explanation above on cable linkages.
For correct positioning of tensioner, thread cables carefully on proper
pullies and release drift pin holding tensioner in released position.
Tensioner will automatically take up slack and will be held in position
by the locking leaf springs which engage teeth on the movable part of the
tensioner.
If cable tensioners are de-mounted from the fire-wall, on re-installation
care must be exercised to see that cable runs out from the pulley
centrally and not on one side wall of the pulley groove.
LUBRICATION
Pulleys: Light oil should be used on the pulley bearings of both the
tensioners and cable linkage housing.
Cables:

Light grease should be smeared on cables where they run over the
pulleys.
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CABLE LINKAGES
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To remove cable linkages,relieve tension on cables by lifting locking leaf
springs which engage teeth on cable tensioner and force tensioner toward the
center of the car. Line up hole in movable part of tensioner with hole in
stationary part and insert drift pin to hold tensioner in released position.
Disconnect cables from auxiliary driver, and remove the two screws holding
linkage housings to car body. In reinstallation connect cables to auxiliary
driver and adjust cable tension as described below.
Cable linkages are not interchangeable and must be installed as designated by
the stamping. Those stamped "R" must be applied to the right hand, or passenger
side of the car, while those stamped "L" are placed on the driver's side.
Care must be exercised not to kink or fracture the cables during installation
and the cables must operate without contact to any part of the body, accessories
or wiring system.
The illustration on reverse side is viewed from the outside of the car and the
cable must be rigged as shown thereon.
CABLE TENSIONERS
Cable tensioners are likewise not interchangeable and must be installed as per
the explanation above on cable linkages.
For correct positioning of tensioner, thread cables carefully on proper pullies
and release drift pin holding tensioner in released position.
Tensioner will automatically take up slack and will be held in position by the
locking leaf springs which engage teeth on the movable part of the tensioner.
If cable tensioners are de-mounted from the fire-wall, on re-installation care
must be exercised to see that cable runs out from the pulley centrally and not
on one side wall of the pulley groove.
LUBRICATION
Pulleys: Light oil should be used on the pulley bearings of both the tensioners
and cable linkage housing.
Cables: Light grease should be smeared on cables where they run over the pulleys.

